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LARGE-SCALE TERRESTRIAL SOLAR CELL POWER GENERATION COST -

A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT

byAdolphE. Spakowski and Lloyd I. Shure

Lewis Research Center
»

SUMMARY

A cost study was made to assess the potential of the large-scale use of solar cell

power for terrestrial applications. The incentive is the attraction of a zero-pollution

source of power for wide-scale use. Unlike many other concepts for low-pollution power

generation, even thermal pollution is avoided since only the incident solar flux is uti-

lized. To provide a basis for comparison and a perspective for evaluation, the pertinent

technology was treated in two categories: current and optimistic. Factors considered

were solar cells, array assembly, power conditioning, site preparation, buildings,

maintenance, and operation. The capital investment was assumed to be amortized over

30 years. The useful life of the solar cell array was assumed to be 10 years, and the

cases of zero and 50-percent performance degradation were considered. Land costs,

taxes, and profits were not included in this study because it was found too difficult to

provide good generalized estimates of these items.

On the basis of the factors considered it is shown that even for optimistic projec-

tions of technology, electric power from large-scale terrestrial use of solar cells is ap-

proximately two to three orders of magnitude more costly than current electric power

generation from either fossil or nuclear fuel powerplants. For solar cell power genera-

tion to be a viable competitor on a cost basis, technological breakthroughs would be re-

quired in both solar cell and array fabrication and in site preparation.

INTRODUCTION

Our electric energy requirements are growing rapidly (refs. 1 and 2), while our fuel

resources are fixed. Superimposed on this is the rising awareness of the general public

to the problems of our environment, which has led to vigorous federal efforts to control

thermal and atmospheric pollution. Thus, as the demand for power increases, the



growth of fossil and nuclear fuel powerplants will be constrained by fuel availability and

pollution control requirements. Advances in nuclear breeder technology and fusion power

may ameliorate the fuel availability part of this problem, leaving the pollution aspects to

be resolved. Solar energy conversion potentially offers a more complete solution. Al-

though diurnally variable and relatively low in intensity, solar energy is practically uni-

versally available. Also since only normal solar insolation is utilized in solar energy

conversion systems, there is no thermal or atmospheric pollution.

To date, there have been few direct applications of solar energy for generation of v.

electricity. The primary effort being in the space program, where solar cells are the

main source of electric power for space vehicles. From all evidence there is no tech-ri
nological reason why solar cells could not be used to provide large quantities of terres-

trial power. It remains, however, to be shown that a solar cell power system is eco-

nomically feasible.

It is the purpose of this report to provide a cost estimate of large-scale terrestrial

solar cell power generation.

CONVENTIONAL ELECTRICAL POWERPLANTS

Conventional electrical powerplants use heat produced from fossil or nuclear fuels

or hydropower to drive electric generators. The plants are built on a large scale and

usually are depreciated over a long period (~36 yr) to obtain the maximum advantage of

their capital investment. For purposes of comparison the plant costs for two powerplant

types, coal and nuclear, are given in table I.

In table II a power generation cost breakdown is presented (ref. 3). Both types of

plants generate power at approximately the same cost (6 mills/kW-hr), including the cost

of some modest pollution control. In the future, more stringent requirements will be

placed on the effluents emanating from the facilities, which will increase the cost of

power (ref. 4). Estimates made for a coal-burning plant that uses one of the processes

developed to remove all the fly ash and most of the sulfur dioxide indicate that about

8 percent will be added to power costs (ref. 5). Increases in fuel costs may be expected

due to decreased availability of high-grade coal and uranium (if breeder reactors are not

successful). It is concluded, however, assuming increases due to pollution control de-

vices and even assuming a twofold increase in fuel cost, that the cost of electric power

generation will still be well under 10 mills per kilowatt-hour.



TABLE I. - CONVENTIONAL ELECTRIC

POWERPLANT: PLANT COSTS - 197 1

Power capacity, MWe

Cost, dollars

Specific cost, dollars/kW

American

Electric

Power (coal)

2600

488X106

188

Davis -

Besse

(nuclear)

870

270X106

310

TABLE II. - CONVENTIONAL ELECTRIC

POWERPLANT: POWER GENERATION

COSTSa

Plant carrying charge

Fuel carrying charge

Fuel cost

Operation and maintenance

Sulfur dioxide removal

Thermal pollution control

Total cost

Coal Nuclear

Power generation

cost, mills/kW-hr

2.70

2.25

.30

.38

. 12

5.75

3.4.0

.4-6

1.34

. 42

. 17

5.79

*Ref. 3.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

To estimate the cost of obtaining electrical power from large-scale, terrestrial,

solar cell power systems, a module approach is taken. The basic module is a square

mile of solar cells, but this area could be extended quite easily (fig. 1). Provision must

be made for support, maintenance, and replacement of the solar arrays and protection

from storm damage, water, dust, plant growth, and animals. The solar cell array is

placed parallel to the ground, with fixed orientation. The array is composed of solar

panels 100 feet by 10 feet separated by 2-foot walks. The electricity from all the series-

parallel connected panels is brought together at the power station. Here the trans-

formers, the power conditioning equipment, and the controls for accomplishing these

functions are located.

The cost for the power system is given in terms of 1971 dollars and includes the ar-

ray, the power conditioning equipment (to convert from dc to ac), the facility (site, ^

buildings, maintenance, and operation), and the interest. Not included in the total costs

are land, taxes, and profits, which are quite dependent on the location of the solar power
generation farm.

Power from the solar cell farm will be available only when the sun is shining since

no storage capability is envisioned. Any nearby electrical network can use this power as

a supplement to their own power. In the case of an ac network, power conditioning equip-

ment is used to convert from direct current to alternating current. In the case of a dc

network, power conditioning may be needed to provide appropriate voltage matching.



Figure 1. - Sketch of solar cell electrical generation farm.

GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS

General

Two areas - Phoenix, Arizona and Cleveland, Ohio - were chosen as illustrative of

the range of solar cell powerplant sites in the United States. The total output of the solar
(.'

cell system is calculated from the average daily radiation, both direct and diffuse, fall-

ing on a horizontal plane. The annual daily average insolation and solar cell array out-

put for Phoenix and Cleveland are given in table III.

Component cost estimates are given for two levels of technology: current and opti-

mistic. Power generation costs are given in detail for optimistic technology only. Cur-

rent technology is as of 1971. Optimistic technology is that reasonable extension of cur-

rent technology employing all sound scientific and engineering principles to achieve the

maximum in cost reductions. Optimistic technology is not predicated on "break-

throughs" or new discoveries.



TABLE III. - INCIDENT ENERGY AND ARRAY OUTPUT

Annual average of available sunshine, percent

Daily input of average radiationa:

langley

kW-hr/ft2

Array daily output :

kW-hr/ft2

kW-hr/(mile)2

b 2Maximum array output , kW/(mile)

Phoenix

85

520

0.56

0.0668

18.6X105

2.76X105

Cleveland

50

335

0.36

0.0428

12.0xl05

2.52X105

aRef. 6.

Assuming cell efficiency of 14 percent and a cell packing factor of

85 percent.

Solar Cells/Arrays

Based on current technology, a 2-centimeter by 4-centimeter silicon solar cell nom-

inally costs about $6 when obtained in large quantities. Then, at a cost of about $5

more, the cell is mounted on a substrate with interconnects, glass cover, ultraviolet

filter, antireflection coating, and the various adhesives required to hold the package

together.

The optimistic technology cost estimate for a cell of 8-square-centimeter area with

an efficiency of 14 percent is $1. 60. The assembly cost using automated assembly is es-

timated at $1. 75 per cell and includes the substrate, cover, interconnections, solder,

inspection, and overhead (private communication with solar cell manufacturers and ar-

ray assemblers).

Power Conditioning

Power conditioning must be considered unless the solar power can be supplied to a

nearby user who can employ the dc power directly and also tolerate the fluctuating nature

of the solar power supply. For current technology, conditioning equipment will use ro-

tating inverters with the auxiliary equipment required to collect the power and to prepare

it for transmission. At high powers, power conditioning costs level out at $154 per kil-

owatt (General Electric and Westing house catalogs for April 1971). Presently, the out-

put of rotary inverters is limited by the size of dc motors available to drive the genera-

tors. Even with three or four 1000-horsepower dc motors driving the generator, a max-

imum of only 2500 kilowatts is achieved. Based on optimistic technology, using solid-



state inverters, a cost of $33 per kilowatt is projected (ref. 7). Solar cell farms will

use solid state together with the collection and transformer equipment (at a cost of $13

per kilowatt) needed to transmit the power at high voltage levels. The current technol-

ogy limits of solid-state inverter size is 250-kilovolt-amperes (at a cost of $250/kW).

Recently, however, a static inverter in the gigawatt range was put into service for the

Extra High Voltage direct-current line between the Dalles Dam in Oregon and Sylmar,

California (refs. 7 to 9). When the present solar cell system is ready for operation,

there will no doubt be inverters available in the range intermediate between the gigawatt

static inverter and the 250-kilovolt-ampere solid-state inverter.

Because of the diurnal and seasonal variation of the energy source, the inverter

must operate over a large load range without significant efficiency loss. Multiple unit

inverters together with an appropriate switching system will probably be employed to

maintain the required high-efficiency power conditioning performance. The cost of such

a switching system has not been considered here.

FACILITY

Site Construction

Several types of site construction were examined taking into account considerations

such as wind loads, rainfall, replacement, and maintenance. One type of construction

consists of poles and lightweight trusses to carry the array load. The overall cost of

this construction is considered to be too high, namely, $8 per square foot. A second

type consists of poles and cables. The cost of this construction is also high, estimated

to be $1. 75 per square foot. A third type - possibly the lowest in cost - is a blacktop

surface with drainage with the solar arrays cemented to steel bands set in the blacktop.

This type of construction together with fencing and the installation costs is estimated to

cost $0. 76 per square foot (private communications with Ohio State Highway Department,

Cleveland, Ohio, and Mr. D. F. Larson of Lewis Research Center).

In more detail, the blacktop-is laid on a layer of crushed stone. Six-inch-high

mounds of blacktop approximately 10 inches wide by 100 feet long are placed on 5-foot

centers. The solar arrays in 100-foot by 10-foot panels are cemented to 1/2-inch steel

bands stapled to the mounds. Figure 2 gives a schematic layout of this type of construc-

tion. The area utilization factor for the arrays mounted on site is 81 percent. The solar

panels are interconnected electrically using plug-in straps to achieve any desired series-

parallel arrangement. When trouble develops, a replacement panel may be substituted

by stripping out the old panel and cementing in a new one.



A —

-Mounds 6 in. high, 10 in. wide, 100 ft long
^- Array

I- -l/2-in. band

-—Blacktop

— Drainage base

Section A-A

Figure 2. - Solar array site construction. Total array area, 2.79x10^ square feet per square

mile; array packing factor, 81 percent; blacktop area, 3. 42x10' square feet

The blacktop surface and drainage system (1) protect the array from innundation or

being covered with mud during storms, (2) minimize dust formation, and (3) provide ac-

cess for maintenance. Other ground treatment schemes with a somewhat lower cost po-

tential may involve the use of packed crushed stone or chemical treatment of the soil.

However, the question of long-term durability and support of arrays would still have to

be dealt with. No further consideration is given to these schemes in this study.

Maintenance and Operation

The maintenance and operation of this facility is calculated on the basis of two shifts

per day. Each shift would include an operator and an electrician whose duties would in-



elude the operation of the generators, phasing the generators into and out of the system,

maintaining the motor generator sets, and replacing and repairing the solar cell panels.

The labor costs plus a small amount of money for miscellaneous supplies is projected

to be about $1 per kilowatt-year. This cost estimate is probably on the low side, since

it is less than that incurred by power-producing facilities using coal or nuclear fuels,

namely, $2 to $4 per kilowatt-year (ref. 3).

Buildings
i

The building to house the control room and power conditioning equipment is a single-

story Butler-type metal building with a 14-foot ceiling and a concrete floor. Total area

of the building is 22 000 square feet, which includes space for the power conditioning

equipment, a control room, and a work area. Basic costs for the erected building are

$15 per square foot in Cleveland and $20 per square foot in Phoenix. These costs in-

clude the concrete floor and metal building plus air conditioning for the control room,

heat, lights, and a restroom for the staff.

Life

The useful life is assumed to be 30 years for the power conditioning equipment, site

construction, and buildings and 10 years for the solar array. Two cases of array degra-

dation are considered in this study. In one case, no degradation in output is assumed; in

the other case, a linear degradation in power output to 50 percent of the original is as-

sumed over the 10-year useful lifetime. For this second case, the array power and area

are initially increased by one-third so that the integrated output would be the same as for

the undegraded case over the 10-year lifetime.

Electricity Production Cost

The cost per kilowatt-hour of electricity is computed by summing the maintenance

and operating costs and the cost to retire the debts for the initial investments and divid-

ing by the kilo watt-hours of electricity produced. Debt retirement is based on equal

monthly payments over the useful lifetimes of the item and a 7 percent per annum inter-

est on the outstanding debt (ref. 10). Land costs, taxes, and profits are not included in

this study because it was found difficult to provide good generalized estimates of these

items. They can be expected, however, to add 10 percent or more to the overall pro-

duction cost.

8



SOLAR CELL SYSTEM POWER COST

In table HI is shown the average daily solar radiation incident on Phoenix and Cleve-

land in langleys per day and converted to kilowatt-hours per square foot per day. As-

suming a silicon solar cell conversion efficiency of 14 percent and a cell packing factor of

85 percent, the average daily output of the solar array will be 18.6x10 and 12.0x10

kilowatt-hour per square mile, respectively. The maximum array output power for both

locations is calculated from the maximum recorded insolation values. The values for
5 5

Phoenix and Cleveland are 2.76x10 and 2.52x10 kilowatts per square mile, respec-

tively. These maximum values are used to size and estimate the costs of the power con-

ditioning equipment. Using these figures the cost of a solar power system can be esti-

mated for optimistic technology as shown in table IV. The cost breakdown, for the cases

of no solar cell degradation and 50-percent degradation in 10 years, is made by category

of array, power conditioning, and facility.
In the array category the cost of the single-crystal cell as projected for optimistic

technology is $ 1. 60 for an 8 square-centimeter cell. With an 85-percent cell packing

factor, the cell cost per square foot of array is $160. To this must be added interest

TABLE IV. - ESTIMATE OF SOLAR CELL SYSTEM POWER COST:

OPTIMISTIC TECHNOLOGY

Array:

Cellsa

Assemblya

Subtotal

Solid-state power conditioning

Facility:

Site construction

Buildings13

Maintenance, operation0

Subtotal

Totald

No

degradation

Cleveland Phoenix

50 -Percent degra-

dation in 10 years

Cleveland Phoenix

Power cost, dollars/kW-hr

1.40

1.55

2.95

.0023

.0039

.0001

.0004

.0044

2.96

0.90

1.00

1.90

.0015

.0025

.0001

.0002

.0028

1.90

1.85

2.05

3.90

.0030

.0050

.0001

.0005

.0056

3.91

1.20

1.30

2.50

.0020

.0033

.0001

.0003

.0037
2.51

Depreciated over 10 years; interest rate, 7 percent.

Depreciated over 30 years; interest rate, 7 percent.
cCurrent revenues.
A

Land cost, taxes, and profit not included



charges, which brings the cell cost total to $220 per square foot. The cost of assem-

bling cells into an array, taking advantage of flexible substrates and covers and auto-

mated assembly techniques , is estimated to be $ 170 per square foot. With interest

charges the array assembly total cost is $240 per square foot. The total array cost is

then $460 per square foot. From this, the solar cell array contribution to the power

generation cost is found to be $2.95 and $1.90 per kilowatt-hour in Cleveland and

Phoenix, respectively. If a 50-percent performance degradation in 10 years is assumed,

the solar cell array power generation cost increases by about 30 percent. In either case,

however, the cost contributed by the array alone is two to three orders of magnitude

greater than electric utility power costs.

The power conditioning and facility costs are derived from the dollar numbers given

in an earlier section of this study. The higher costs in the 50-percent degradation case

for power conditioning, site construction, and maintenance reflect the approximately 30-

percent increase in array area involved. The power conditioning contribution to the

power generation cost for no array performance degradation is about 2 mills per

kilowatt-hour. The facility cost contribution is about 3 to 5 mills per kilowatt-hour, or

about equal to the cost of present electric utility power.

CONCLUSION

Even using assumptions based on optimistic technology, it is evident that the power

generation cost of a large-scale solar cell powerplant is far from competitive with cen-

tral station powerplants. The major costs reside in solar cell fabrication and in assem-
bly; these costs alone are estimated to be two to three orders of magnitude greater

than the total cost of central station power generation. Additionally, the site construction

cost of the solar cell power system is estimated to be about equal to the total cost of cen-

tral station power generation. A major technological breakthrough in solar cell fabrica-

tion and in array assembly is required, as well as a breakthrough in site construction, in

order to alter this picture.

Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Cleveland, Ohio, December 16, 1971,

113-33.
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